Featured Application: Distributed fibre optic sensors for geo-hydrological applications: a comprehensive review about methodology, weaknesses, and strengths.
Introduction
The era of optical fibre sensors (OFSs) started 50 years ago with the granting of the Fotonic sensor (U.S.03327584; 27 June 1967) [1] , almost together with the advent of fibre-optic communication technology.
The many features offered by OFSs that make this technology surpass conventional ones have been widely addressed by several review papers, and include the immunity to electromagnetic interference, minimal invasiveness and lightweight, multi-parameters sensing, ease of multiplexing, and remote powering/interrogating capabilities. Furthermore, it is the only technology that enables the distributed monitoring of some physical fields (e.g., strain, temperature) along the fibre (i.e., with spatial continuity of the measurands). This particular type of OFS is called a distributed optical fibre sensor (DOFS) and exploits scattering processes occurring in the fibre. The features mentioned above along with this unique ability of DOFSs made them perfect candidates for sensing applications in harsh environments characterised by large geographical extension and requiring a high spatial density of sensing points like geo-hydrological monitoring. Early applications of DOFSs into geo-hydrological monitoring can be dated to more than 25 years ago, first with distributed temperature measurement campaigns in soil levees and embankments, but other examples regarding slope stability and landslide monitoring by distributed strain sensing soon followed.
In the following sections, the application of DOFSs to some critical geo-hydrological processes will be presented and discussed. A great effort has been undertaken to include as many significant papers as possible, but at the same time, we are aware that many others have been published about these topics. Ultimately, the included references have been carefully chosen to support the understanding of key issues and potentials of DOFS technology in this field and with the aim of offering a comprehensive review of the use of DOFSs in practical geo-hydrological applications, both in-situ and in physical models.
Firstly, the fundamental principles at the basis of distributed optical fibre sensing are introduced with a brief review of the acquisition techniques that are currently implemented in DOFSs. In particular, the three different processes employed in DOFSs-namely Raman, Brillouin, and Rayleigh scattering-are addressed separately, discussing their respective weaknesses and strengths.
In the second part of the paper, the application of DOFSs to geo-hydrological monitoring is reviewed and discussed. The review is about the monitoring of levees, slope and subsidence processes causing the main common geomorphic hazards. Other minor applications are not considered in this review. Similarly, the paper includes neither approaches where distributed techniques are used only to interrogate concatenations of single point sensors [2, 3] nor transducers inducing losses at discrete points along the fibre (e.g., employing bending) [4, 5] .
Distributed Optical Fibre Sensors
The common assumption that enables the sensing feature in optical fibres is that the surrounding environment affects the local properties of the fibre itself. As mentioned above, at the basis of all the DOFSs, there are the following three scattering processes: Rayleigh, Raman, and Brillouin scattering [6] . Despite the different scattering processes, the sensing mechanism is the same for all of them: the back propagating light generated when an optical signal is fed into the fibre is used to probe the local properties of the fibre, and therefore to figure out the changes in the surrounding environment. Regarding Raman and Brillouin scattering, environmental conditions directly affect the corresponding backscattered signals used as probes. For example, the fibre's local temperature intrinsically affects the intensity of the anti-Stokes Raman scattered signal, and this dependence has been successfully exploited to implement distributed temperature sensors (DTSs). Similarly, local temperature and strain intrinsically influence frequency and intensity of Brillouin-scattered signal, and Brillouin scattering is used to implement distributed temperature and distributed strain sensors (DSSs).
Conversely, Rayleigh-based distributed sensing is less straightforward: Rayleigh scattering is in fact intrinsically independent of almost any external physical fields that may affect the surrounding environment. Therefore, rather than the scattering process per se, Rayleigh scattering is used to measure environment-dependent propagation effects. Attenuation/gain, as well as phase interference and polarisation rotation, are among the propagation effects that are currently detected to implement Rayleigh-based DOFSs. Of course, Raman and Brillouin scattering can also be used in principle to measure these propagation effects, but direct sensing mechanisms are preferred due to their simplicity and effectiveness.
In the following sections, the principle of distributed sensing for the three scattering processes are briefly overviewed: for an extensive description of working principles and recent research achievements (which are outside the scope of this paper), we direct the reader to some excellent reviews and resources [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Rayleigh-Based Distributed Sensing
Rayleigh scattering is an elastic process resulting from local variations of refractive index due to heterogeneity and density fluctuation of the material [12, 13] . Because of that heterogeneity, a small portion of the incident light is scattered at specific points called scattering centres. These scattering centres are randomly distributed along the fibre and act as weak reflectors, reflecting the light in all directions. However, only the fraction of the scattered light falling within the angle of acceptance of the fibre in the opposite direction is captured by the guiding structure of the fibre itself, and back-propagates to the input.
The backscattered signal has peculiar properties [14] : first of all, the intensity of incident light backscattered at a scattering centre is attenuated over the round-trip length (i.e., from the fibre input to the centre's position). Furthermore, on average, each portion of fibre illuminated at any time by a single pulse is expected to radiate the same backscattered intensity broadly. This effect can be easily revealed with a broadband pulsed incident light. However, when a narrowband laser is used, each scattering centre illuminated by the same probe pulse contributes coherently to the backscattered light. Overall, the intensity and phase of the light reflected all along the fibre are determined by the vector sum of all electric fields radiated by the scattering centres, and therefore depend on the amplitude and position of scattering centres along the fibre. Both the amplitude and position are randomly distributed but fixed in time as long as the relative phase difference (i.e., optical distance) among illuminated scattering centres does not change [15] . In the case of broadband sources, these coherent effects still present, determining only a tiny fluctuation around the average scattering intensity.
At the basis of all Rayleigh DOFSs, there is the detection of the counter-propagating signal, and in turn, of the attenuation along the fibre. To this aim, two main approaches can be followed:
• To determine the attenuation in the time domain, with pulse signals (i.e., to determine the roundtrip impulse response of the fibre), known as optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR).
•
To characterise the attenuation in the frequency domain, with a frequency-modulated continuous wave signal (i.e., to determine the roundtrip frequency response of the fibre), known as optical frequency domain reflectometer (OFDR).
Notably, the intensity of the backscattered signal in single-mode fibres is rather small (approximately 55 dBs lower than that of the probe light), and this represents one of the main challenges to the implementation of Rayleigh-based DOFSs-either in time or frequency domain.
Optical Time Domain Reflectometry
Historically speaking, OTDR was developed almost simultaneously by two independent research groups: Barnosky and Jensen at Hughes Research Laboratory [16] and Personick at Bell Telephone Laboratories [17] . In particular, Parsonick applied the technique directly to installed links and firstly provided an expression for the received signal levels. The first ever proposed DOFS was indeed based on a polarisation-sensitive OTDR scheme (POTDR) [18, 19] , while the original setup of Barnesky, Jensen, and Personick was proposed as a distributed sensor only in 1983 by Hartog et al. [20] . Figure 1 shows the working principle of conventional OTDRs. In that implementation, a broadband source is used to generate light pulses; a circulator (or a coupler) separates the forward path from the backward one; a photodetector measures the light intensity; and dedicated electronics drive the devices, process the data, and record the measurements.
In standard OTDR, the best spatial resolution that can be obtained is half the length of the pulse, but in real applications, other factors (e.g., low signal-to-noise ratio, SNR) may impair the performance and make the resolution worse. An overall reduction of SNR is indeed observed for reduced pulse lengths, as less energy is injected in the fibre: overall, in conventional OTDR, the SNR is roughly proportional to the square of the spatial resolution [9] . To circumvent this limit, other time-domain techniques were proposed over the years, exploiting correlation [21, 22] , pulse coding [23, 24] , or photon-counting (ν-OTDR) [25] [26] [27] .
Another time-domain approach uses the coherent nature of Rayleigh backscattering originated by a narrowband light source: as mentioned above, the backscattered signal is the coherent vectorial sum of fields generated at scattering centres and encodes the information about their position. Like in a distributed multi-path interferometer, the received backscattered signal experiences speckle noise known as Rayleigh fading [28, 29] . Despite the randomness distribution of centres' positions and corresponding relative optical phases, the resulting "interference pattern" represents a snapshot of scattering centres' positions along the fibre. If the fibre is perturbed (e.g., strained or heated/cooled), the relative positions of scattering centres change (i.e., the relative optical phase difference), causing the interference pattern to change. This change can be tracked, and the mechanism is exploited-also commercially-to implement DOFSs for dynamic strain and vibration detection (distributed vibration sensor, DVS or distributed acoustic sensor, DAS) with spatial resolution comparable to that of conventional OTDRs. This time-domain solution is called phase-OTDR (or φ-OTDR) [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . 
Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry
As discussed above, optical frequency domain reflectometry aims at characterising the frequency response of the fibre under roundtrip propagation. Instead of using a pulse signal, the source is modulated either in intensity or frequency.
Optical frequency domain reflectometry comes in two variants:
• Incoherent OFDR or I-OFDR , obtained by modulating the optical intensity with radio frequency (RF) signals; • Coherent OFDR, obtained by sweeping the optical frequency.
In these two variants, the sensing information is encoded on an RF or an optical carrier, respectively. The basic setup of an I-OFDR is similar to that of a conventional OTDR (Figure 1 ), where the pulsed source is replaced by a continuous wave light modulated in amplitude by an RF signal. The RF signal frequency is linearly swept in a given bandwidth to probe the frequency response of the fibre [35, 36] .
Similar to conventional OTDR, I-OFDR spatial resolution is inversely proportional to the system bandwidth, here corresponding to the bandwidth swept by RF modulation. Nonetheless, owing to the RF modulation, this approach can benefit from electrical heterodyne detection, in general resulting in better performance compared to OTDR [37, 38] . Despite that, at the moment there are no commercial implementations of Rayleigh-based I-OFDR, probably due to the outstanding performance achieved by the coherent counterpart.
The basic setup of coherent OFDR is shown in Figure 2 . The light from the source-which is optical frequency-modulated-interferes coherently with the light that was emitted a short time before and scattered back from a certain distance along the sensing fibre [39] . If one assumes that the sweep is linear, the frequency difference between these two light signals is proportional to the propagation time delay along the sensing fibre, and therefore, to distance. This means that the instantaneous beat frequency measured at the detector is mapped to a specific position along the fibre. The spatial resolution δz is in this case determined by the wavelength scanning range ∆λ (or, equivalently, by the frequency scanning range, ∆ f ). It reads δz = c/(2n∆ f ) = λ s λ f /(2n∆λ), where c, n, λ s , and λ f are the speed of light, the effective refractive index of the fibre, and lower and upper wavelengths of the frequency scan, respectively [40] . At the same time, if the sweep time is slow enough, the electrical bandwidth needed to manage the frequency sweep can be reasonably modest, down to some MHz. Indeed, the expression of maximum beat frequency, f max , is given by f max = L/(δz t sweep ) = γτ max , where L, t sweep , γ, and τ max are the length of the fibre, the frequency sweep duration, the slope of the frequency sweep (Hz/s), and the maximum fibre delay, respectively. This means that a 1 km-long fibre can be sampled with 10 cm of spatial resolution by sweeping the frequency over 1 GHz in 1 ms (γ = 1 THz/s) and with a maximum beat frequency of 10 MHz. These values show the advantage of coherent OFDR over other time-domain techniques: high spatial resolution is achieved with a wavelength sweep of some tens of nanometres and a relatively small electric bandwidth.
From early OFDR implementations over short fibres more than 30 years ago [41] , it took a while to reach longer distances, mainly due to the need for coherent sources capable of very linear frequency sweep [42] . To circumvent the issue of the nonlinearity of the frequency sweep, schemes integrating an additional reference interferometer were proposed [43] . The problem of lack of coherence of the source-which limits the measurement range-was also tackled (e.g., by introducing phase-compensation techniques) [44] . Furthermore, the introduction of balanced photodiodes in polarisation diversity scheme determined a further improvement of the sensitivity of heterodyne detection. The resolution of some centimetres over tens of kilometres [45] , or millimetres over a few kilometres [46] are now possible-at least in laboratory setups. Moreover, very recently, a commercial polarisation-sensitive OFDR (POFDR) appeared in the market, mainly for birefringence measurements and devices characterisation.
To conclude this section, we report the performance of some commercial Rayleigh-based interrogators (Table 1) . Please note that the table includes only devices that manufacturers specifically intended for sensing applications. 
Raman-Based Distributed Sensing
Spontaneous Raman scattering is an inelastic process caused by molecular vibrations. The incident light interacting with the electrons of vibrating molecules (optical phonons) is scattered, and its frequency is shifted by an amount equivalent to the resonance frequency of the lattice oscillation [48] . Optical fibres made from doped SiO 2 quartz glass show an amorphous solid structure that undergoes molecular oscillations: the molecular bonds in glasses are not uniform and corresponding vibrational modes slightly differ along the fibre. Therefore, Raman scattering of quartz glass is the result of one or more aggregated bands corresponding to the main vibration modes of the molecules.
When light is launched into a fibre to probe the Raman scattering, three spectral components are generated: the Rayleigh scattered signal at the wavelength of input light, the Stokes component at a higher wavelength, and the anti-Stokes component at a lower wavelength. Corresponding frequency shifts are approximately 13 THz for silica glass fibre, and due to the aforementioned molecular bonds' inhomogeneity, the bandwidth is very wide (up to approx. 6 THz). The intensity of the anti-Stokes signal is temperature-dependent (sensitivity of approx. 0.8%/K at room temperature), while the Stokes signal is temperature insensitive. Therefore, the ratio between the anti-Stokes and the Stokes light intensity is a direct measurement of the temperature at which backscattered photons have been generated [49, 50] . It is worth mentioning that Raman scattering is a nonlinear process, but the reader should not be confused about this: in all DOFSs based on Raman scattering, the relationship between the scattered power and the input power of the probe is linear.
The first proposal of Raman-based DOFSs can be dated to the first years of the 1980s [49, 51, 52] . Raman distributed temperature sensor (DTS) systems are mostly based on Raman optical time domain reflectometry implemented with a pulse laser and analogue receivers. Its working principle is relatively simple, and consists of sending a pulse in the fibre to measure Stokes and anti-Stokes band responses over roundtrip propagation. The corresponding implementation scheme (Figure 3 ) is simple as well: it includes a laser light source, a directional coupler to separate the forward signal to the backward one and to separate the Stokes from the anti-Stokes band. Photodetectors and devoted electronics to control the devices and to process and store recorded data complete the setup. Between the coupler and the sensing fibre is often inserted a section of fibre at a known temperature, used for reference and system calibration. In Raman-DTS exploiting the ratio of the anti-Stokes signal to the Stokes one, the directional coupler consists of a large bandwidth wavelength division multiplexer or a dichroic coupler, capable of routing the backscattered Stokes and anti-Stokes bands onto separate detectors. Please note that Rayleigh scattering is the strongest among the three different kinds of scattered light, followed by Brillouin scattering (15-20 dB weaker), and Raman is the weakest at 10 dB weaker than Brillouin. Therefore, Raman-DTSs require many backscattered pulses to be collected and averaged to reach an adequate SNR level. Other implementations are also possible; for example, a less-demanding hardware setup replaces the coupler with a simple circulator or coupler, with only one receiver channel equipped with an optical filter. This filter is mechanically switched to separate the anti-Stokes from the Stokes component, and the light is directed to a single photodetector.
In principle, Raman scattering is generated at any wavelength of the input probe light. Nonetheless, the kind of fibre that is used poses some practical limitations: in case of multimode fibres (currently the most common choice in Raman-DTSs), the main limitation is due to the intermodal dispersion that broadens the impulse, degrading the spatial resolution. Instead, single mode fibres require the anti-Stokes signal to be at a wavelength longer than the fibre cut-off wavelength (i.e., the wavelength below which the second transverse mode propagates) that for standard single mode fibres is usually around 1300 nm. Other considerations deal with the power available at the anti-Stokes photodetector and with the availability of high-power sources and detectors at the operative wavelengths. Overall, practical implementations of Raman-DTSs are conveniently distinguished according to the working range. In this regard, short-range Raman-DTSs, operating with multimode fibres, laser sources at 850-910 nm, and standard silicon avalanche photodetectors, are limited to a distance range up to 5 km, mainly due to the low emitted power and poor launching efficiency. Medium-range systems, operating with multimode fibres, high-performance laser sources at 1064 nm, and silicon photodetectors, cover distances up to 15 km, limited by nonlinear optical effects. Ultimately, long-range systems, operating at 1550 nm, employ mainly single mode fibres over distances larger than 15 km; in this case, the detection requires devices operating at long wavelengths, such as InGaAs photodetectors.
It is worth mentioning that improved and alternative designs have been proposed over the years, including commercially-e.g., photon-counting Raman OTDRs [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , pulse compression/coding schemes [58] [59] [60] [61] , or incoherent Raman OFDRs, in respect of which we direct the reader to the corresponding references. Remarkably, in [62] , a resolution of 0.09°C in a 1100 m-long fibre with 0.39 m spatial sampling was achieved with direct detection approach.
To conclude this section, we report in Table 2 the performance achieved by some commercial interrogators. Please note that the reported values of resolution are obtained only after proper calibration. In fact, the calibration addresses two fundamental issues of Raman-DTSs: the differential attenuation between anti-Stokes and Stokes Raman signals that significantly impairs system performance and the normalisation of the signals from the sensing fibre [63] . The most simple approach proposed by most of the commercial Raman-DTSs consists of introducing a correction factor calculated from the measurement of temperature at the beginning of the fibre and at its remote end (if accessible) using other temperature sensors (see Figure 4a ). This is the common approach used for single-ended deployment (i.e., with the fibre extending from the interrogator, with only one connection to the instrument). Other calibration approaches requiring different fibre layouts (e.g., duplexed single-ended and double-ended configuration; see Figure 4 ) can be implemented for better accuracy and robustness [64] . Please note that double-ended and duplexed single-ended configurations enable redundancy of measurement and are more robust with respect to the event of cable failing at some point. After [64] .
Brillouin-Based Distributed Sensing
Spontaneous Brillouin scattering is another inelastic process occurring in optical fibres. The interaction between the incident light wave and the thermally-induced material-density fluctuations (acoustic phonons) travelling along the fibre at the speed of sound is the phenomenon that underlies the scattering process. Due to the stress-optical effect, a modulation of the refractive index propagates along the fibre at the same speed [12] . In this interaction, the wavelength matching among longitudinal acoustic phonons and input probe optical wavelength generates two additional signals at wavelengths on either side of the probe, as occurs for Raman scattering [65] . Frequency shift and intensity of the generated signals are sensitive to both strain and temperature, and this dependence is exploited in Brillouin-based DOFS, whose early proposals are dated at the end of the 1980s [66] [67] [68] .
To the aim of DOFSs implementation, spontaneous Brillouin scattering is similar to spontaneous Raman scattering. The most simple approach for detecting spontaneous Brillouin scattering is in fact the same as for Raman-based OTDR, and the term Brillouin optical time-domain reflectometer (BOTDR) refers properly to the time domain interrogation of back-propagating spontaneous Brillouin scattering. With respect to Raman, the bands generated are very narrow (approx. 30 MHz vs. 6 THz for Raman scattering) and the frequency shift is small (approx. 10 GHz vs. 13 THz). Finally, as mentioned above, the intensity of backscatter signal is substantially stronger in spontaneous Brillouin than Raman, although less sensitive to temperature, making the detection less critical. Typical sensitivity coefficients of Brillouin frequency shift vs. strain and temperature in step index single-mode fibres are 0.046 MHz/µε and 1.07 MHz/°C, respectively. Regarding the intensity, we have instead −0.0008%/µε and 0.36%/°C, correspondingly [69, 70] .
Over the years, all these features promoted Brillouin scattering as the most widespread and studied distributed sensing platform in many practical applications. In fact, the very narrow bandwidth of Brillouin scattering drove the implementation of heterodyne techniques with high SNR over long distance [70, 71] , also supported by the viability of optical amplification [72, 73] and optical pulse coding [74, 75] . Furthermore, specific implementations of Brillouin-based DOFSs allow the discrimination of temperature from strain, either by measuring the spontaneous Brillouin intensity and Brillouin frequency shift simultaneously [70, 76] or by measuring multi-peak Brillouin spectrum in dispersion-shifted fibres [77] . Nonetheless, to our knowledge, only one of the commercial interrogators existing at the moment has implemented this option by exploiting the first of the two techniques mentioned above. Ultimately, a range of several tens of kilometres with spatial resolution on the order of 1 m is attainable with BOTDR schemes. A typical BOTDR setup with a coherent detection stage is represented in Figure 5 . Towards the aim of distributed sensing, another Brillouin scattering process can be exploited; namely, the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) [79] . When two counter-propagating waves separated by the Brillouin frequency are launched at the two ends of the fibre, they interact with each other, resulting in a stimulation of the scattering process. The light at the lower frequency is then amplified due to the energy transfer from the higher frequency wave.
A pump pulse light and a continuous wave probe, injected at the two ends of the fibre, are required to generate stimulated Brillouin scattering. The resulting amplification of the probe light-detected at the input of the fibre-is again temperature and strain dependent. The target of detection for this type of Brillouin-based DOFSs is the time evolution of the gain resulting from the interaction of the two counterpropagating signals, and the technique is called Brillouin optical time domain analysis (BOTDA) [68, 80] . A basic BOTDA setup is represented in Figure 6 . It is worth noting that all of the commercial implementations of Brillouin-based DOFSs are either BOTDR-or BOTDA-based schemes. In particular, the BOTDR-based one-requiring the access from only one end of the fibre-is the only viable solution in many applications where single-ended deployment is the only possible choice. On the contrary, when both ends of the fibre are accessible, the BOTDA-based technique generally shows better performance. A very interesting feature of the BOTDA scheme is that it can measure a very large number of sensing points over long distances. Indeed, with proper implementation, it can work over a distance of 100 km or beyond; e.g., by employing Raman amplification [81] [82] [83] or pulse coding techniques [74, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] . Intrinsic spatial resolution over that range is limited to approximately 1 m, due to the reduced acoustic wave response time [89] . Correspondingly, several tens of thousands of sensing points can be measured by the BOTDA schemes. Many optical techniques were also introduced over the years to ameliorate the spatial resolution [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] . To our knowledge, a spatial resolution of a few millimetres [94, 95] over a range of a few kilometres represents one of the best results achieved so far.
To further increase the number of sensing points over a longer range, other techniques based on stimulated Brillouin scattering were proposed over the years; e.g., Brillouin optical coherence domain reflectometry and Brillouin optical coherence domain analysis, dynamic Bragg gratings, and Brillouin optical frequency domain analysis. The most promising technique at the moment is represented by Brillouin optical correlation domain analysis, which enables measurements over a range of 10 km and beyond, with resolution better than 1 cm (i.e., with more than 1 million sensing points) [96, 97] .
As in previous sections, we report the specifications of some commercial interrogators in Table 3 . 
Distributed Optical Fibre Sensing Applied to Geo-Hydrological Applications
The realm of geo-hydrological applications is very wide. In this review, we focus on those applications that deal with the so-called geomorphic processes. Substantially, they are natural processes originated at or near the Earth's surface which include but are not limited to: expansive soils, soil erosion, slope failures, ground subsidence, river channel changes, glaciers, and coastal erosion [98] . They can have human-induced or natural causes, and at the same time, they can determine casualties and huge economic losses: when geomorphic processes threaten human populations they are properly called geomorphic hazards. The relation is unfortunately bi-directional: as the population grows, more people are likely to be exposed to the effects of hazardous geomorphic processes. At the same time, the population growth often accentuates the instability of geomorphic processes at the origin of the hazards.
Great attention is paid among the general public to such natural hazards that represent abrupt changes, such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Nonetheless, larger economic losses and casualties are caused by relatively slow progressive geomorphic hazards like landslides, soil erosions, subsidence, and levee collapses, whose effects may be mitigated by proper monitoring.
In light of that, in the following sections we will present and discuss the applications of DOFS to the three most common geomorphic processes: soil erosion in levees and embankments, slope failures and landslides, and ground subsidence.
Soil Levees and Embankments Monitoring
Monitoring of soil levees and embankments is aimed at preventing the collapse of the structure. The main hazard is related to occasional or exceptional changes in the watercourses stage level due to intense rainfalls. Many mechanisms can contribute to the collapse of the retaining structure, often involving either the upstream or downstream slope of the embankment as well as its foundation layer. However, one of the major driving phenomena that may lead to the collapse of the structure is the seepage regime variation inside the foundation soil and in the embankment body. Extended periods of high water levels can gradually saturate the levee, thus reducing the soil strength. On the contrary, sudden water level decrease may originate dangerous seepage forces at the upstream slope (i.e., at riverside). Heterogeneities in the foundation soil and discontinuities across the embankment section can contribute to worsening the scenario. Non-uniform hydraulic properties can indeed lead to preferential paths for water infiltration and seepages. Flow localisation contributes to the development of high seepage forces and high flow velocities, and ultimately to the loss of resistance or the formation of pipes inside the structure with the removal of fine matrix materials, eventually leading to its collapse by internal erosion. Besides overtopping, internal erosion is the most common cause of failure in embankments, dams, and levees, with almost 50% of the total reported failures resulting from internal erosion [99] . Other causes of failure are external erosion due to overtopping, or lateral sliding of foundations due to internal water pressure and back erosion.
Regarding this process, the local measurement of temperature inside the levee is recognised as a useful tool for the identification of anomalous water flows across the levee. The temperature in a levee is determined by the temperature of the upstream reservoir and the air, both varying with seasons. As a consequence, a seasonal variation is also observed within the levee due to heat conduction and advection from seepage flows. In most of the medium-size levees (up to 20 m in height), seepage flows are usually rather small, and the seasonal temperature variation downstream (i.e., at field side) is determined essentially by the heat exchange with air, at least for shallow depth. The effect from air temperature decreases with depth: therefore, at some metres depth, seasonal fluctuation of few degrees Celsius is measured. The temperature in the levee can be confidently assumed to be only moderately affected by low seepage flows, but rather significantly by the seasonal fluctuation of the air temperature, whose effect can be minimised if measured at sufficient depth. As soon as the seepage flows increase, the seasonal temperature fluctuation will be enhanced due to advection from the water upstream, with the amplitude of fluctuation depending on seepage flows, inflow boundary temperature seasonal variations, and thermal stratification of the reservoir.
To summarise, the basic principle of passive thermometric detection of seepages in levees is that in the absence of abnormal flows, temperature fluctuations have to be attributed entirely to heat conduction (from the crest and the foundation). When a filtration flow arises or severely varies across the embankment, a significant change in the amplitude of temperature fluctuations due to advection is expected. Thus, the detection of abnormal flows requires the temperature variations to be monitored both in time and in space: a long-term monitoring of the thermal behaviour of the embankment with sufficient spatial resolution is in fact mandatory to track any relevant change.
Besides that, from a geotechnical point of view, soil water content and pore-water pressures strongly influence the shear strength of the embankment. Furthermore, the hydraulic forces acting on the soil determine localised strains, occurring before the collapse and rapidly increasing up to failure. Unfortunately, these processes often proceed without any surface evidence, and even when external signs became visible, the structure would already be irremediably compromised.
On these premises, levees and embankments-as they are very long structures requiring high spatial resolution monitoring-represent ideal scenarios for the application of temperature and strain distributed fibre sensors.
A significant number of applications of DOFSs in the literature regards the monitoring of levees and embankments, mostly using Raman-DTSs. Other approaches deal with Brillouin-based DTS, or with the measurement of anomalous strain field, exploiting Brillouin or Rayleigh scattering. Physical measurands are the temperature variations as tracers of seepages, soil moisture, and the strain.
Distributed Temperature Sensing for Soil Levees and Embankments
According to Johansson and Sjödahl [100] , the application of fibre-optic Raman-DTSs to leakage detection in levees was proposed in the middle of the 1990s, with the first field test installation made in France in 1995 [101] . The principle of installation is shown in Figure 7 . After that first installation, many others followed [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] . All the early works were about the detection of seepage flows using the passive measurement of temperature with opportune cables and setup. Please note that some authors refer to this method as the gradient method, because it exploits "the natural-occurring temperature gradients and fluctuation" of temperature across the levee [107, 108] . In 2007, the same authors claimed that DTSs implementing this method had become a standard tool for leakage detection, but also recognised that issues were still present-in particular regarding the definition and application criteria.
One of the main issues that such systems had to face from the very beginning was about the identification of distinctive "signatures" of seepage in the raw temperature data. In fact, the acquired temperature field can be affected by several factors other than those directly imputable to existing filtration flows. Great effort was paid to analytically and numerically model the thermal response of levees and to implement data analysis models, often supported by experiments carried out in smallor medium-scale physical models of levees. More rarely, those models were validated in real and experimental test sites.
Among the data analysis models, we mention the dissimilarity or alarm approach [109, 110] , the source separation approach [111, 112] , and the impulse response method [113, 114] . Each of them works on a different time scale (i.e., daily, monthly, or annually, respectively), and is aimed at a different monitoring purpose; i.e., short-term/early warning, medium-and long-term monitoring, respectively [115] . Other existing methodologies deal with general signal processing techniques [116, 117] .
Alternatively, the so-called "heat-up" or "active" thermometric method was proposed [118, 119] . This method is also called the active heated fibre optics method [120] , and is intended specifically in the cases of insufficient temperature gradients between reservoir water and measurement point or small seasonal temperature variations of the reservoir water. It consists of measuring the temperature field dynamics along an electrically heated optical fibre during heating and cooling phases [121] . The method should allow for identification of those regions that-due to the water flow-present a different thermal conductivity and thus a differential temperature behaviour for heating and cooling (see Figure 8a ). Several minutes or hours of alternate or direct current voltage are needed to produce this heating, and the electric cable is typically integrated into the same fibre cable. The use of a separate electrical cable kept at a constant distance from the optical fibre was investigated with interesting results [123] [124] [125] . Nonetheless, it is required that the optical fibre and the electrical cable be separated by a constant distance all along the cable-a condition not so easy to achieve in practical applications. Notably, the active method requires very large electric power that ranges from 3 to 15 W/m or more, and therefore it is usually applied over short distances not longer than a few kilometres, employing large-diameter cables (up to 2 cm). According to Aufleger et al. [107] , an electric power from 3 to 5 W/m is adequate for the aim of simple leakage detection. More than 10 W/m are needed instead to quantify the distributed flow velocity whose measurement accuracy is affected by the thickness of the cable [126] . Moreover, better accuracy was observed at higher electrical power.
Some authors also investigated the effectiveness of passive [127] and active [118, 128] approaches for estimating soil thermal conductivity and soil moisture. These works only partially address the application to embankments and levees monitoring, but are still very relevant to the topic because, as stated above, these parameters influence the shear strength of the levees. The mechanism is similar to that exploited for leakage detection: different levels of soil moisture lead to different thermal conductivity, and in turn to a differential temperature behaviour for heating and cooling cycles (Figure 8b ) or for seasonal temperature variations. In particular, it was shown that the accuracy of the active method [120, 123, 129] was sufficient to qualitatively assess the local degree of saturation and the volumetric heat capacity. Nonetheless, optical fibre sensing systems provide lesser accuracy than traditional probes, such as dielectric acquameters or electrical time domain reflectometers: for this reason, Sayde et al. [130] proposed to integrate the temperature deviation over time. This method significantly improved the accuracy of soil water content measurements.
Despite the strong effort made in the measurement of soil moisture, which also has important applications for other affine sectors (e.g., water management, agriculture, and landfill monitoring), field applications are still challenging. At the moment, mandatory calibration routines can be reliably implemented in a homogeneous soil, like that of small-scale physical models, but not in heterogeneous soil, like that of the large part of real applications [131] .
Regarding Brillouin-based DTS, very few examples can be found in the literature, and they mainly regard physical models [132] [133] [134] . In all of these works, the cross-sensitivity of Brillouin scattering to both temperature and strain was not considered, nor were opportune compensation strategies adopted, as it is implicitly assumed that no significant strain field variations occur in the surrounding soil. While this condition can be opportunely controlled and verified in laboratory tests, this is not the case for real installation. In one case, the authors used the Brillouin frequency shift due to both temperature and strain indistinctly to reveal seepages and settlements occurring inside a physical model of an embankment dam [135] . Nonetheless, they highlighted the importance of discriminating between temperature and strain for field applications because the accuracy needed to monitor temperature fluctuation may be severely affected by the strain perturbation.
Finally, Bersan et al. used an OFDR interrogator to measure the temperature field inside a small-scale physical model ( Figure 9 ) with an unprecedented spatial resolution to investigate the feasibility of the technique for seepage detection in physical models [136] . The use of an OFDR interrogator, with its high spatial resolution, was indeed mandatory due to the limited size of the model. The authors confirmed the feasibility of the approach, but pointed out the need to further reduce any strain experienced by the fibre during the tests.
Although most of the applications and papers dealt with short-term measurement campaigns [107, 137] or experiments in physical models [123, 125, 138, 139] , there are some examples testifying years-long measurement campaigns [100, 106, 140 ]-all employing Raman-DTSs. For example, within the framework of the project IJkdijk, Beck et al. [106] analysed the data collected over a measurement period of one year to test the reliability of long-term data analysis approaches. Another example is that of the Lövön field test [100] where, according to the authors, the fibre was still working well after six years from the installation.
Regarding long-term campaigns aimed at measuring the soil moisture via active DTS methods, Sourbeer et al. [131] reported two severe obstacles hampering the application of subsurface DTS as well as other subsurface thermal probes. The first hindrance was a hysteretic response of the DTS sensor. The second obstacle was an evolution through time of the relationship between soil moisture and temperature fluctuation due to soil structure healing. Overall, both obstacles were due to an ameliorated thermal coupling between the soil and the cable over time. Nonetheless, the authors suggested that there may be more sophisticated methods for analysing heating and cooling phases to circumvent these problems. Likely, the issues highlighted in this work may affect the active method for seepage detection. . Left: Setup used to investigate the variations of the temperature field generated by the internal erosion in a sand box model. The optical fibre was deployed at three depths, each crossed by five fibre sections orthogonal to the flow direction and interrogated using an OFDR interrogator. Additional conventional sensors were used for comparison and pressure measurements (reproduced with permission from [136] ). Right: the sand box instrumented with the optical fibre (visible on the right lateral face of the box).
Regarding the location of fibre-optic cables inside the levees, the state-of-the-art requires that it must be defined according to the ultimate objective of the monitoring. It should be installed lengthwise the levee, at the upstream face for water tightness control, or at the downstream toe or face for seepage monitoring [106] . Installation under the embankment body is also possible for flow velocity measurements. Retrofitting of existing levees has also been proposed by burying the cable in the soil, in a narrow trench dug at the toe (see Figure 10 ) or under the surface of the downstream slope. Specific depths and precise locations must also be defined after careful site characterisation, in order to maximise the chance of capturing potential leakages [139] . The use of engineered geotextiles and geogrids has been extensively addressed by several authors and tested in physical models of embankments toward the aim of making the installation easier [138, [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] . The main advantage with the use of geotextiles for levee monitoring is the ease and homogeneity of installation in new artificial earthworks, but retrofitting of existing structures may require invasive interventions. For new and existent structures, particular care should be given to avoid preferential filtration flows alongside the geotextile. Other installation configurations were also investigated: for example, by installing optical fibre vertically by exploiting existing boreholes [146] .
Distributed Strain Sensing for Soil Levees and Embankments
The assessment of anomalous strain field conditions within soil levees and embankments is a challenging task, as it requires fine spatial resolution and high sensitivity at the same time, as even a small displacement may lead to the structural collapse very rapidly. A typical setup is shown in Figure 11 : basically, it is assumed that critical deformations of levee body caused by erosion, slope failure, water overtopping, or piping would determine soil displacement measured by DOFSs. Both cables and geotextiles are used, deployed longwise the levee, preferably at the downstream surface. Figure 11 . A schematic representation of the application of distributed optical fibre sensors (DOFSs) for strain sensing in a levee, using geotextiles (from [144] ).
In 2000, Brillouin DOFS was proposed to measure the strain exerted on three metallic sensor plates, 19 m long, installed at different levels along the downstream toe of a full-scale physical model of a river levee under artificial rainfall [147] . Temperature cross-sensitivity was tackled by subtracting the Brillouin shift at the sensor transducers to the Brillouin shift at a portion of fibre kept in strain-free condition. The experiment suggested the feasibility of collapse early detection. In the years following, other authors then claimed the feasibility of Brillouin strain sensing for embankment monitoring [148] [149] [150] .
In 2002, Kihara et al. [151] proposed the use of pieces of cloth fixed to an optical fibre cable at 1.5 m intervals to ameliorate the cable-soil coupling. The resulting cable with enhanced friction was then embedded in a U-shaped configuration in a river embankment and was able to detect soil movements of a few millimetres. The authors concluded that the sensor was able to provide warning of the collapse of a river embankment resulting from water penetration.
In 2010, Artières et al. [138] at the IJkdijk site described the use of geotextiles with embedded fibre-optics in several positions of 1:1 scale physical model of a levee. Fibres were installed at the crest, in the middle of the slope, at the downstream toe, and 2 m from the downstream toe. The geotextile embedded both single-mode and multimode fibres interrogated by BOTDA and Raman-DTS interrogators, respectively. The experiment confirmed the capability of the system to detect and localise small soil strains in the structure (less than 0.02%).
Finally, geotextiles integrating polymer optical fibres (POFs) [152, 153] and interrogated using ν-OTDR and I-OFDR were also proposed for the monitoring of embankments [154] . Figure 12 shows some samples of geotextiles with embedded fibres. One of the main features of POFs is the very large sustainable strain-up to 16% and more ( Figure 12 ). Although promising, the short range of measurement attainable with current POF fibres (up to 500 m for low-loss perfluorinated POF) poses serious limitations to embankment monitoring.
. 
Distributed Pressure Sensing for Soil Levees and Embankments
To the best of our knowledge, the measurement of pressure in soil with real distributed fibre-optic sensors has not yet been proved with the accuracy, resolution, and dynamic range required by soil levees monitoring. In fact, safe prescriptions recommend for such pressure sensing systems to be capable of detecting variations on the order of 50-100 Pa (corresponding to approx. 0.5-1 cm of water level) over a range up to 50-100 kPa (5-10 m of water level) with a spatial resolution of some tens of centimetres or lower.
Since the very early works on fibre-optic hydrophones [155] [156] [157] , it was clear that thick coatings may improve the pressure sensitivity of fibres by converting lateral pressure into strain [158] , but the results are still inadequate. Regarding specific implementations, the best pressure-sensitivity reported was obtained in a dual-layer coated fibre interrogated by means of a BOTDA scheme [159] . A Brillouin shift sensitivity of about −2 MHz/MPa was measured for this special fibre-an almost threefold enhancement with respect to bare fibres, whose sensitivity is −0.742 MHz/MPa. Considering the required pressure sensitivity mentioned above (100 Pa), a resolution of some tens of Hz of frequency shift should be required-far too challenging for current systems [160] .
It is worth mentioning here that a distributed pressure sensor based on the POTDR measurement of stress birefringence in a side-hole fibre was also proposed [161] . The resolution was indeed quite poor for the needs of soil levees monitoring.
Despite that, the scientific and general interest about the topic is very high, mainly for the several collateral applications that may benefit from real distributed pressure sensing with high sensitivity.
Slopes and Landslides Monitoring
Landslides represent one of the major natural hazards, causing loss of life and enormous damage to buildings and infrastructures worldwide. According to Petley et al. [162] , between 2004 and 2010, approx. 30,000 casualties occurred around the world due to approx. 2600 nonseismically-triggered landslides.
In the last decades, significant efforts have been devoted to the understanding of underlying mechanisms responsible for landslides [163, 164] . The main aim was to monitor the triggering phenomena and identify precursors of instability for the implementation of effective early warning systems. Among the triggering factors, water filtration and excavation or erosion determine an increase of shear stresses and pore water pressures, reducing the overall resistance of the soil. This mechanism leads to an anomalous strain field in the failure surface and triggers relative movements of slope portions. In turn, significant shear strains localised near the failure surface appear: in the beginning, they grow rather slowly but their rate soon increases rapidly until the stability is definitively compromised. Therefore, strain and displacement (at the surface and underground) are recognised among the physical parameters to be of paramount importance and more directly correlated to landslide occurrence [165] . Other environmental factors (e.g., rainfall, temperature, and soil moisture) and geotechnical parameters (e.g., pore water pressure) are also the matter of traditional surveys in landslide monitoring. The measurement of all these parameters enables the correlation of ground movements with their triggering mechanisms and supports the definition of causality pattern in the events.
Distributed Strain Sensing for Slopes and Landslides Monitoring
Several distributed fibre-optic sensors have been proposed in the last 20 years for the measurement of strain and displacement in landslide monitoring, including many single-point sensors mimicking traditional devices [166] and integral interferometric sensors [167, 168] .
In 2001, at the Public Works Research Institute (PWRI) in Japan, the BOTDR technique was applied to the monitoring of the Okimi Landslide (Niigata Prefecture) [169, 170] . In the same years, some proof-of-concept papers appeared about the application of OTDR schemes to landslide monitoring [171, 172] .
A few years later, in 2007, other researchers from PWRI proposed an OTDR-based scheme to detect soil displacement at the surface of the Takisaka Landslide (Japan) [173, 174] , yet with very limited spatial accuracy. The proposed setup was very basic but quite effective, as the fibre cables were simply anchored to the ground through stakes. In that way, opportune anchorage points can be chosen, also in the light of expected landslide dynamics ( Figure 13) . One of the main drawbacks of this kind of installation is that the cable is exposed to harsh conditions and rodents. Curiously, five years before, Facchini [175] had proposed a similar idea as a proof-of-concept (i.e., to monitor a landslide by attaching optical fibres to telephone poles) [176] .
A BOTDA interrogator was used to monitor the St. Moritz landslide in Switzerland, employing a fibre cable buried in a road crossing the landslide, with a spatial resolution of a few metres. The fibre-equipped road acted like a long distributed strain meter, with sufficient spatial resolution to identify the landslide boundaries [177, 178] . The same site was then used to test a soil-embedded "micro-anchor" cable system. The system consisted of a compact metal-free cable and tridimensional "micro-anchors" mechanically clamped to the cable at regular intervals. The anchors provided bearing capacity in three perpendicular planes so as to prevent the relative slippage between the strain sensing cable and the surrounding soil. Furthermore, the anchors allowed the cable to be pre-strained during the installation [179] . Regarding the use of anchoring systems, it is important to highlight that DOFSs' performance may be affected by the use of such systems. In particular, the resolution may be reduced to a value corresponding to the distance between the anchors, as the cable may be simply pulled by the soil movement at the anchor points. Figure 13 . Installation scheme of a distributed strain sensing system for landslide monitoring proposed by Higuchi et al. [173] .
From the same research group, Hauswirth et al. [180] proposed a field experiment using an 80 m-long tight buffered fibre measured over three years with a BOTDA-based system. The authors pointed out the importance of considering temperature and water-related strain cross-sensitivity. The measurements were in fact slightly affected by the variation of temperature and the degree of saturation that changed over time and space due to the soil heterogeneity. In addition to the intrinsic temperature cross-sensitivity of the optical technique used, the authors also highlighted the importance of cable materials, because they may induce additional strain due to thermal expansion and swelling. However, they concluded that these effects might be partially mitigated by the friction between the soil and the cable that somehow tightly confines the cable. Furthermore, it was suggested that long-term monitoring campaigns may be useful to get rid of these spurious environmental effects, whose magnitudes were in any case quite small.
A BOTDR interrogator was also used to monitor the slow-moving Ripley landslide in Ashcroft, British Columbia, Canada [181] with the sensing cable anchored to the lock-block retaining wall. Curiously, the system worked for three months before being damaged by a black bear and the long exposures to sub-zero temperatures caused the cement (epoxy resin and caulking product) to fail so that it was no longer attached to the retaining wall. Following the approach of using nearby structures, Strong et al. [182] exploited a 100 km-long buried pipeline to detect horizontal and vertical landslide, yet simulated, employing another BOTDR-based system.
Most of the examples discussed so far qualitatively detect landslide/soil movements rather than quantitatively assessing them. Despite the efforts made in more than one decade of research, the correlation of landslides dynamics to strain measured by optical fibre sensors is still not clear [183] . It is important to note that (assuming no slippage between cable and soil) due to the different mechanical behaviour of the fibre-optic cables and characteristic of the surrounding soil, the strain measured in the fibre-optic cable is not that of the soil [184] . Recent work by Zhang et al. [185] suggested that overburden pressure, density, and water content of the soil strongly affect the coupling between soil and fibre cable. The experiment was very basic and consisted of measuring the stress exerted on a 900 µε tight buffered fibre, 1 m-long, progressively pulled out from a small soil tank (150 × 20 × 20 cm). The cable-soil coupling showed a "brittle" behaviour, as witnessed by the pull-out force vs. pull-out displacement curve. The curve initially followed a linear trend up to the point at which the fibre slipped in the sand due to the failure of shear friction among cable surface and soil. The pull-out force then dropped dramatically, and after the friction was failed, the pull-out displacement continued to increase at almost constant pull-out force.
Additional tests carried out by the same authors [186] using a 2 mm-diameter cable showed a different response, with the soil-cable coupling behaving like a "ductile" bond. The curve pull-out force vs. displacement had the following trend: up to a peak, the pull-out force increased with the displacement, following a highly nonlinear behaviour. After the peak, the pull-out force remained almost constant with no drop of its value, despite the continuous increase of the displacement. The strains-measured using a BOTDA interrogator-initially emerged at the loading point for small pull-out displacement, and then propagated towards the far end of the fibre as the displacement increased. The authors concluded that failure of the fibre-soil interface was highly progressive during the deformation process of soil ( Figure 14 ). Please note that the different behaviour reported in the works of Zhang et al. [185, 186] is likely due to the particular soil conditions and to the specific friction between cables and soil. The response of optical fibre cables to shear was also investigated many years before by installing the fibre transversally to the direction of slippage [169] . Again, the forces resulted to be redistributed: in practice, while the soil immediately at the shear interface slipped away, the stresses exerted on the cable were distributed over some distance that depends on the friction still present. Furthermore, each cable shows a specific cable mechanical transfer function [179, 187] that relates the strain in the host material to the strain exerted on the cable. It is indeed important to know or measure this function for proper data analysis and interpretation. For example, mechanical transfer functions of cables that redistribute the strain over large distances are broad functions. For these cables, both the spatial resolution of the employed optical technique and the extension of the mechanical transfer function determine the effective spatial resolution. For most of the applications and interrogators presented here, the optical spatial resolution is fairly larger than the extension of the mechanical transfer functions of the cables employed for sensing; therefore, the effective spatial resolution of the system is most of the time that of the interrogator. The only exception is represented by OFDR-based interrogators, for which this may not always be true.
About the capability of cables to follow the soil deformations, Wang et al. [188] investigated the behaviour of cables and geotextiles and showed that the strain measured by single optical fibre cables with a BOTDR system is directly correlated to soil mass movement, with better correlation than that obtained by optical fibres integrated into geotextiles and geogrids. Nonetheless, as demonstrated in structural health monitoring, geotextiles may still provide sufficient information for warning and safety assessment purposes [189] .
A further confirmation to the above argument was provided by Klar et al., according to whom fibre-optic cables exhibit high flexibility in comparison to common soil [190] . Please note that the term flexibility was used there instead of a more specific terminology that should refer to stiffness and Young's modulus. Common values of stiffness for cables used in the monitoring of soil movements-either in situ or in laboratories-range from 0.9 kN for 900 µm tight buffered cable to several tens of kN for armoured cable (with steel tube and outer sheath) [191] . The corresponding Young's modulus can be up to several GPa for very stiff cables, while typical values of longitudinal stiffness for a uniform soil range from 7 to 320 MPa [192] . This paper represented a significant contribution to the field because it tried to answer a key question; that is, whether the sensor does affect the system to be monitored or not, and if so, how much. Klar et al. developed an analytical model and showed that soil displacement is minimally affected by any cable whose stiffness is in the range above, concluding that "a horizontally laid fibre will follow the soil, regardless of its type" (Figure 15) . Remarkably, the model was successfully supported by BOTDR measurements. Although that work pertained to tunnels excavation and the soil was not very loose (from a geotechnical point of view), we may observe that the model still holds for more loose uniform soils, at least up to early ruptures. Klar also highlighted that OFDR systems with high spatial resolution and fast sampling are better candidates if compared to BOTDA schemes; however, both technologies were more sensitive than laser-based displacement systems [193] .
Regarding the general effectiveness of distributed fibre optic strain sensing in timely alerting of slope failure, the debate in the community is still open. According to Picarelli et al. [194] , a common situation in which optical fibres may be effective is that of steep slopes covered by unsaturated granular soils, whose collapse due to water infiltration is rainfall-driven. From a geotechnical point of view, the failure is caused by a reduction in the cohesion due to a decrease of suction. For loose soil attaining full saturation, liquefaction occurs due to volumetric collapse. In that case, the slope fails quite rapidly and a real-time monitoring even with the fibres buried at shallow depths in the same direction of the slope or parallel trenches normal to the slope profile can be effective in detecting precursory signals of failure. The same principle does not apply to dense soil that does not liquefy and for which pre-failure deformation is very modest. The issue was thoroughly tested in a series of experiments carried out by the same group of researchers in the last years [195] [196] [197] [198] [199] . The setup consisted of a small-scale physical model (1.35 × 0.5 × 0.1 m of volcanic ash) whose collapse was driven by artificial precipitation. In those experiments, BOTDA was used to measure the strain exerted in a simple tight-buffered cable by a rainfall-induced landslide, with a spatial resolution of some tens of centimetres and measurement time of some minutes (up to 2 m and 15 min, respectively, in [195] ). To avoid any relative slippage between soil and fibre, the system was then upgraded by cementing small pieces of plastic geogrids with a diameter of 2.5 cm to the fibre, located at regular intervals of 25 cm [200] . Please note that the distance among anchors was smaller than the spatial resolution of the interrogator, and therefore the resolution was not compromised. A similar solution was previously adopted by other authors [151] . Figure 15 . Above: geometry and parameters of a numerical model aimed at investigating the effect of the fibre cable on soil strain field; Below: comparison of numerical solutions obtained with and without fibre-soil interaction according to two models (reproduced with permission from [190] ).
Similar tests were carried out by Zhu et al. [201, 202] and Yan et al. [203] , who experimented by embedding a 2 mm polyurethane, tight buffered cable opportunely manufactured for landslide monitoring into a small-scale physical model. Again, to further improve cable-soil coupling, 4 mm-thick shrinkable tubes were applied along the fibre at the regular interval of 20 cm (Figure 16b) . The fibres were deployed in both horizontal and vertical layouts, and some portions of redundant fibres (2 m long) were used for temperature compensations and precise spatial localisation (Figure 16a ). In the experiment discussed by Song et al. [204] , an additional load was exerted utilising a hydraulic jack, and the slope was cut at the base to induce failure. A maximum strain value of 8000 µε was recorded during the test (Figure 16c) , and the authors highlighted some discrepancy imputed to boundary conditions. Remarkably, physical model experiments are prone to be impaired by scale problems and boundary issues related to the setup that, despite the effort, are difficult to avoid. In this regard, high-resolution DOFSs-like OFDR-based ones-have more chances to highlight these issues and can therefore support mitigation actions or proper data interpretation.
An experiment in a larger-scale physical model (6 × 2 × 3.5 m) instrumented with 30 m of fibre cable driven to collapse by artificial rainfall was presented recently [205] . In the test, a commercial cable with corrugated outer sheath [206] was used to promote efficient coupling with the soil; a high-resolution OFDR interrogator allowed 10 mm spatial resolution at a measurement time of a few seconds. The fibre was installed in meanders at shallow depth, and overall resolution was 10 mm down the slope and 50 cm orthogonal to the slope direction. The landslide was triggered by a system of sprinklers, and temperature was compensated by measuring the Rayleigh shift on a strain-free portion of the cable. For the first time, a very detailed map in space and time of the evolution of the landslide was produced with relevant insights about the failure process and the cable-soil coupling effectiveness. As the reader may have noticed, most of the examples presented so far regarding distributed fibre optic strain sensing for landslide monitoring in real sites or physical models deal with the installation of the fibre cables buried in shallow trenches or anchored above the slope surface. Therefore, only superficial relative ground motion can be directly observed. If a large portion of the slope surface slips rigidly due to a deep ground motion, these systems may observe significant strain only if the fibre crosses the superficial boundary of the landslide. Deeper ground motions of natural soil slope must be addressed by vertical fibre deployment, as for vertical shear zone measurements by inclinometers.
The application of BOTDR to landslide monitoring where fibres were installed in soil nails, inclinometer tubes (in loop configuration), and frame beams was extensively investigated by Shi et al. [207, 208] . In 2008, the Aggenalm landslide (Bavarian Alps) was successfully monitored using a BOTDR interrogator (along with Raman OTDR for temperature) with a sensing cable deployed both on the surface of the upper part of the landslide in a 15-20 cm-depth trench and inside a 23 m-depth inclinometer borehole in a loop configuration. The loop configuration allowed the arrangement of the back and forth fibre spans at 90°around the borehole section to allow a rough estimation of the sliding direction. Additional anchoring tools were applied at 1-3 m of spacing on the fibre buried at the surface (Figure 17) . Figure 17 . Example of optical fibre cable deployment for slope monitoring using a BOTDR interrogator. After [207] .
In the same year, in a field trial in the Three Gorges reservoir, a polarisation-sensitive OTDR scheme was applied to determine the local soil stress via the measurement of distributed polarisation mode coupling in polarisation-maintaining fibre encased in stress transducer soil nails. The soil nails were intended to be installed as inclinometers, to cross the interface at which the landslide was occurring [209] . Ten centimetres of spatial resolution over a distance of 500 m was achieved. The concept was further investigated by replacing OTDR detection with polarisation-sensitive OFDR, with half of the original spatial resolution (5 cm) and a great enhancement of theoretical spatial range (up to 10 km) [210] .
In the years that followed, other authors proposed optical fibre inclinometers based on distributed strain sensing whose performance was very close to that of a traditional inclinometer. Figure 18 shows the common principle of a fibre-optic inclinometer.
Among the many examples, in 2011 Lenke et al. [211] presented an inclinometer realised out of a plastic tube where three fibres were installed longwise at 120°, 240°and 360°, respectively, and embedded in a detachable membrane to allow the inclinometer to be assembled at the construction site. Please note that at least three fibres are needed to map the tube deformation. That inclinometer was interrogated using a commercial OFDR interrogator, but the authors confirmed the feasibility of Brillouin-based approaches. Then, in 2012, the same authors further developed the concept, proposing a POF-equipped inclinometer [212] .
Minardo et al. [213] proposed and tested in the laboratory and in situ a 7.5 m-long BOTDA-based inclinometer with four fibres cemented longwise to a PVC tube at 90°, 180°, 270°, and 360°, respectively (Figure 19a ). The inclinometer measurements were in good agreement with those of a standard device (Figure 19b) , and it was also tested in situ. Eventually, Sun et al. [214] proposed a very similar inclinometer but much longer (up to approx 40 m) and BOTDR-based. The sensor was successfully tested in the Majiagou landslide at the Three Gorges reservoir site with excellent performance. As shown in Figure 20a the device was capable of detecting two shear zones at around 12 m and 35 m of depth, corresponding to two sliding surfaces. The agreement with measurements by standard inclinometer was indeed excellent (see Figure 20b) . 
Other Distributed Sensing Approaches for Slopes and Landslides Monitoring
Strain is not the only parameter that has been addressed by optical fibre sensing for slope and landslide monitoring: among others, several optical fibre geophones and accelerometers have been proposed so far for the monitoring of ground vibration induced or correlated by landslides. Nonetheless, all of them are based on fibre Bragg grating (FBG) technology [215] or interferometric measurements [216] .
To the best of our knowledge, distributed fibre-optic sensors have been proposed only recently for vibration-based landslide monitoring: the advantage of this approach consists of having a fibre cable acting like a concatenation of thousands of coherent geophones, located at a distance of a few meters from each other over distances of some kilometres. Michlmayr et al. [217] confirmed the feasibility of the approach by testing the technology in a small-scale flume with coil-like deployment. Real-time handling of a large amount of data produced was recognised as one of the main challenges to be addressed before the technology can be used for early warning purposes. The development of fibre optic distributed vibration sensors for debris flows has also been proposed by a recently funded European project [218] .
Ground Subsidence and Earth Fissure Monitoring
A particular type of soil movement is the lowering of ground surface due to sinking and settling. Among the many natural phenomena responsible for subsidence, we can cite the removal of underground water and fluids and natural consolidation. Anthropic phenomena such as underground mining are also associated with subsidence. The subsidence-occurring at depth-may cause large soil surface tension and the formation of large cracks in the ground, referred to as earth fissure.
A traditional approach in subsidence monitoring consists of using borehole extensometers that measure the vertical displacement at depth, and few examples of borehole extensometers have been implemented through distributed optical fibre sensing [219, 220] . The sensing approach is only apparently similar to that proposed above for landslide monitoring by optical fibre inclinometer: indeed, vertical displacement is of interest here. In particular, Wu et al. [220] successfully tested three types of commercial cables (10 m-fixed point, metal-reinforced, and polyurethane sheath cable), interrogated using a BOTDR interrogator with 1 m spatial resolution, in a 200 m-long borehole in Shenzen, Suzhou (China). The borehole was filled with fine sand-gravel-bentonite after the cables were installed, and no strategies for temperature compensation were adopted.
The same research group investigated the strain effect in the soil during the drainage-recharge cycle in a small-scale physical model with the aim of investigating deformation laws in pumping and artificial groundwater recharge processes involved in subsidence trends [221] . In the experiment, the strain exerted by volumetric compression and rebound of the soil during water drainage and recharge cycle, respectively, was clearly detected. To improve the coupling effectiveness, they used a hytrel sensing cable integrated with 4 cm-diameter and 1 mm-thickness plexiglass disks every 10 cm, which was interrogated using a BOTDA interrogator with high spatial resolution ( Figure 21 ).
(a) (b) Figure 21 . (a) Sensing cable used for measuring soil strain during a drainage-recharge cycle, with vertically deployed fibres; (b) Time variation of water content and displacements, measured using a BOTDA scheme, during the drainage and recharge cycle for different soils. Reproduced with permission from [221] .
Earth fissure has been addressed in a recent work [222] in which-according to the authors-the cable was engineered to assure durability, fracture resistance, stability, and strength. The structure of the cable contained three layers from the core to the outer coating materials: the bare-optical fibre, a polyurethane coating, and a spiral-shaped metal sheath. Five centimeter-long sections of cable were further encased into an aluminium alloy tube and into a heat-shrinkable tube (10 cm-long) at regular distance. These raised portions of cable were used to anchor the cable to the ground with opportune nails. The distance between anchors was fixed to 2 m after careful consideration, and the cable was pre-stressed during installation (Figure 22 ). The strain was finally measured with a BOTDR interrogator, and additional strain-free cables were measured for temperature compensation. Overall, the measurement campaign-carried out in a rice field in Jiangsu province (China)-lasted more than three years, and two main ground fissures (with a maximum strain value of 360 µε) were detected and measured. However, many tiny collateral cracks were not (Figure 22 ). This limited detection capability is indeed an intrinsic limitation of the proposed approach: the full potential of DOFSs is not exploited, as the sensor cable is intrinsically a concatenation of cumulative strain sensors acting as a long-range extensometer, and cracks in between two clamping points cannot be distinguished. Eventually, Liu et al. [223] reported the application of BOTDA to monitor earth fissure in a real test site in Wuxi, China. The cable was installed in a 40 cm-depth trench and anchored to the ground to follow its deformation. A certain amount of stretch was applied to the cable to have an initial strain of approx 900-1200 µε. An extra strain-free fibre laid in parallell to the cable was measured for temperature compensation, and a maximum strain of approximately 400 µε was observed during a five-year measurement campaign.
Discussion on Practical Open Issues and Future Development
The application of DOFS to the monitoring of geo-hydrological processes is still hampered by open issues.
From a technological point of view, the current generation of DOFSs represents a revolution in terms of number of sensing points if compared to conventional single-point contact sensors technology. Spatial resolution and distance range are now adequate for most of the applications dealing with static soil movements, but they may be not for levees monitoring, where precursor infiltration flows may be very small. On the contrary, reduced strain range is intrinsically limited to the maximum elongation the fibre can withstand (i.e., a few percent), and represents a severe issue for the long-term monitoring of soil mass movements. Dynamic strain sensing (by means of DAS or DVS) is still in a very early developmental stage, and at the moment there are only a few examples in geo-hydrological monitoring. Nonetheless, distributed dynamic strain sensing is the only technology that has the potential to replace and advance accelerometers' and geophones' array, widely used in geo-hydrological monitoring and therefore is expected to become more popular in the short-term.
As a general comment, all DOFSs covered by this review require more field applications to become a well-established and mature technology.
One of the major practical concerns is represented by the installation: proper precautions must be taken to avoid damaging the cable during the installation, and the cable must survive in a very hostile environment for years to recover initial installation efforts. Often it must be deployed on steep slopes and hazardous sites, already heavily compromised by the hazard; therefore, the installation can be very complex and must be minimally invasive to avoid further jeopardizing the stability of the site. Similar considerations apply to levee monitoring: the installation of the cable should not create preferential filtration paths in the cross-sections; otherwise, the cable itself will drive the erosion, leading to the collapse. Paradoxically, the possibility of deploying the interrogator at remote sites-which is a sound feature in other fields of application-may not always be a viable solution, because it comes with additional invasive and expensive work.
Current cable technology claims survivability over several years, but there exist only a few long-term monitoring campaigns that partially support these claims. Some authors also highlighted the evolution of fibre-soil coupling over time, making repeated and periodic calibration impelling.
Furthermore, DOFSs must face the massive penetration of FBG technology into geo-hydrological applications. Fibre Bragg grating technology indeed has an intrinsic advantage over DOFSs in practical monitoring: it is a technology that can mimic conventional sensors (e.g., strain gauges and extensometers), both in operative principle and installation; therefore, they can potentially replace the conventional existing technology, with the advantages of common optical sensors. Instead, DOFSs enable new paradigms of measurement in geo-hydrological applications that cannot be replicated by conventional instruments or FBGs. In this sense, we may say that it is a "transformative" technology. This terminology was originally introduced by Selker et al. regarding the disruptive nature of DTS technology for hydrologic systems (e.g., lakes, snow-covered glacier, water stream) [224] . According to Selker, distributed temperature sensing "has fundamentally transformed the ability of the scientific community to understand the hydrological processes and has allowed the testing of conceptual models that synthesize the understanding across scales." In the same manner, we believe that DOFSs have the same potential in geo-hydrological monitoring; however, it is necessary that a strong effort be made by scientists and researchers to make these new measurement paradigms fully accepted by the community acting on geo-hydrological monitoring.
Only an effort towards making the technology more "transparent" will promote the spread of DOFS throughout the community. With the term transparent we mean that the device/technology must fade into the background and become a mere tool. Typical actors of geo-hydrological monitoring need to focus on more important aspects rather than the technology in use, and must rely on reliable and straightforward monitoring tools. Occasionally, they might want to adjust some settings, but most of the time the system has to work almost automatically or according to consolidated routines. About this, FBGs-as they are capable of replicating the working principle and features of standard consolidated sensors-have a significant advantage over DOFSs.
In light of this, we believe that DOFSs for geo-hydrological monitoring may greatly benefit from a strong effort towards four main directions:
• To extend the range of physical fields that can be effectively measured and propose more efficient ways to measure actual physical fields (i.e., sensing mechanism); • To further ameliorate the performance and reliability of the interrogator systems (i.e., hardware); • To introduce data analysis and interpretation models of raw measurements, still substantially not mature (i.e., software); • To implement replicable tools supporting the installation (i.e., practice).
Due to the fundamental phenomena at the basis of DOFSs that limit the sensitivity mainly to temperature and strain, the first need must be tackled with the proposal of novel transducing mechanisms; for instance, by innovative fibre cable designs. For example, we have reported that DTS surveys can locally estimate soil moisture, but the measurements are affected by too many other factors such that its use in practice is not viable. A similar concern can be raised for distributed pressure sensing, at least in the range and sensitivity of pressure required by geo-hydrological monitoring. Regarding the need for performance improvement and data analysis/interpretation, the many recent research papers about new achievements in distributed sensing scheme and about experiments in physical models represent encouraging replies. The last topic is instead mostly ignored by the technical and industrial community, and each installation practice is a result of operators' background and inventiveness. Remarkably, all of these actions will promote the spread of the technology; as a positive side effect, economies of scale (at least for some DOFSs) will be enabled. This will determine a reduction of the cost of the interrogators, still far too large compared to traditional and FBG systems, supporting a positive feedback loop.
To conclude with the point of view of the public or private policy/decision makers, the lack of specific and widely accepted protocols and guidelines represents an additional major obstacle to win over sceptic stakeholders and to penetrate into geo-hydrological monitoring practice, which is traditionally quite conservative.
Conclusions
The monitoring of geo-hydrological processes is a fundamental tool for preparedness and mitigation efforts toward the aim of reducing vulnerability to geohazards. It is of great scientific interest to better understand and measure the complex dynamics-still not completely known-of these processes. Within this framework, DOFSs have gained much attention since their early introduction. However, applications of DOFS technology to geo-hydrological monitoring are still in an early stage. In this paper, we have reviewed and discussed the use of distributed fibre-optic sensors in geo-hydrological applications, and in particular, for the monitoring of levees, soil slope/landslides, and ground subsidence.
The distributed sensors techniques currently used in geo-hydrological monitoring have been briefly discussed, and Rayleigh-, Raman-, and Brillouin-based sensing techniques described. To summarise the features and characteristics of current technology, we have included an overview of the performance of commercially available instruments for each of the sensing mechanisms addressed (Tables 1-3 ). The paper then has focused on a general review of the state-of-the-art applications grouped by the geo-hydrological processes (levees and embankments failure, slopes and landslides, and ground subsidence) and the physical fields of interest. Both field applications and tests in physical models have been considered, providing features and issues of the implemented sensor systems. To support the reader in the comprehension of the monitoring approaches, we have provided some general information regarding the underlying driving mechanisms for each natural process here addressed.
Finally the paper has been concluded with an analysis of open issues, where we have also discussed potential practical future directions. To extend the sensitivity to new measurands by novel transduction mechanisms integrated into fibre cables, to further improve the performances of interrogators, to introduce data analysis/interpretation models, and to implement installation tools and guidelines are among the most urgent actions to be undertaken.
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